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J. C. Wabash. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 222 pages. Dimensions: 7.9in. x 5.2in. x
0.6in.Ethan Miles and his cousin Danielle are average middle grade kids until that Friday in October
when they meet two visitors from Pluto. Turns out Plutonians have been living on Earth for
centuries and they can preserve minds. For years theyve been filling little bottles with the
preserved minds of the greatest humans in history. They bring them out one at a time and put them
in alien bodies. Thats what they do for Benjamin Franklin. They match him to a young person thats
Ethan - and give him three days to live in the modern world. That was the plan, but as Ethan and
Danielle find out, great minds dont always go along with the plan. Franklin runs away to Paris with
the science teacher and things get worse from there. Theres a kidnapping, a secret lab, a fire and
well, lets just say that not all aliens are good guys. This item ships from multiple locations. Your
book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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ReviewsReviews

This created book is wonderful. It is amongst the most amazing book i have got go through. I am just e ortlessly will get a enjoyment of looking at a
created publication.
-- Prof. Jasper Murazik PhD-- Prof. Jasper Murazik PhD

This kind of publication is almost everything and taught me to seeking ahead and a lot more. I really could comprehended almost everything out of this
created e publication. I am effortlessly can get a pleasure of reading through a created ebook.
-- Keon Lowe-- Keon Lowe
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